
 



 
Prioritizing the Client Experience 
 
When evicted renters in the San Francisco Bay Area are looking to get a fresh 
start, they reach out to Trial Attorney Eric Toscano and his firm, Tenant Law 
Group. Since 2015, Eric has been consistently named a Rising Star by Super 
Lawyers, and he credits much of that to his ability to understand and 
anticipate his clients’ needs. 
 
Since he started his practice, Eric has been tinkering with the formula for 
what makes a successful law firm. For his practice area, it came down to two 
fundamentals: a great process and the right technology to implement it.  
 
“I believe that every business problem can be reduced to a math equation, 
and that’s especially true about sales and revenue for law firms,” said Eric.  
 

 
Tracking the client life cycle is easy with custom, repeatable workflows in Lexicata 

 
Eric knew from prior experience with a CRM (one which was not designed for 
law firms) that data gaps in the onboarding process could wreak havoc on 
the bottom line. “My old system [InfusionSoft] had no organization to it at all. 
There was no cohesive way to track the lifecycle of a client.”  
 
Those shortcomings could be maddening when trying to provide an 
exceptional client experience. To handle the heavy client volume that goes 



hand-in-hand with the Bay Area’s housing crisis, his firm needed software 
that would deliver a repeatable client experience and mitigate common 
concerns along the path toward conversion.  

 
For Tenant Law Group to thrive, they needed to avoid 
relying on intuition or gut feelings about what was 
driving their business and instead implement a software 
system that would track their sales process and help 
them use data to analyze their results.  
 
With a focus on efficiency, data, and a seamless client onboarding process, 
the hunt was on for the perfect software to build his practice around. 
 
All Roads Point to Lexicata 
 
 Before launching Tenant Law Group, Eric started asking for 
recommendations on a local bar association listserv and doing 
independent research until he came across Lexicata. A demo helped him 
realize that the software’s powerful automation features would help with 
many of his onboarding and client communication issues.  

 
Since so many of Tenant Law Group’s clients asked similar questions and 
required the same kind of education about their cases, he immediately saw 
an opportunity to standardize his communication process with drip email 
sequences. 
 
Eric knew the importance of nurturing clients throughout the sales process 
and setting expectations about their cases early on. However, he also sought 
to maintain a personal touch, since trust is such a critical factor in the legal 
sales process. 
 
“People get really stressed when they reach out to law firms with a problem, 
and they don’t hear back right away, or even in the first few days. They also 
tend to ask a lot of the same questions, so we saw an opportunity there.” This 
emphasis on optimizing the client journey would prove to be critical to 
scaling his business. 



 
 
Eric was immediately impressed with the software’s ability to streamline 
other time-consuming parts of his business as well, like getting online fee 
agreements signed, importing client data, and quickly sending online forms.  
 
He knew his firm would also benefit a great deal from the client perspective 
because of how “simple and user-friendly” it would be. After all, if you’re a 
client facing a problematic legal dilemma, the last thing you want to do is 
hunt down a Kinko’s to print out and fax off an agreement for your lawyer. 
 
Driving Success 
 
Once integrated into his firm, Eric adopted as many of Lexicata’s intuitive 
features as possible. It wasn’t long before his new process started to pay 
dividends.  He launched Tenant Law Group (originally Toscano Law Group) in 
January 2016—the same time he first began using Lexicata. In 2017, Tenant 
Law Group doubled its revenues over 2016.  Having realized total 2017 
revenues by midyear, Tenant Law Group is on track to double again in 2018. 
Eric attributes much of the firm’s success to structuring a sales process that 
allows his team to deliver a consistent client experience — an area where 
InfusionSoft had failed him in the past. 
 
“We send [our marketing company] so much info about the types of leads we 
capture, and that helps us bring in even more of the types of clients we know 
how to handle.”  
 
One of the most significant benefits Lexicata provides for growing law 
practices is the ability to build a system, analyze its efficacy, and improve on it 
over time. Eric’s initial email campaigns, for example, have now evolved into a 
proven, 7-email client onboarding flow that helps drive better conversions 
because they address all of the top client concerns he has encountered over 
the years. 



 
An intake checklist and onboarding email drip in Lexicata similar to what Mr. Toscano uses 

 
“Even if we’re busy with other stuff, new clients are still hearing from us 
regularly throughout the first 3 weeks with useful information, and we 
regularly hear from them that ‘this content is amazing, I’m so happy you’re 
keeping me in the loop and going the extra mile for my case.’” An added 
benefit is that clients love having a copy of this information to go back and 
reference, which lowers check-in calls the busy office needs to field. 
 
 
The Key to Sustaining Growth? Satisfied Clients 
 
Before using Lexicata, Eric pointed out that he only had a handful of positive 
online reviews. But now? 
 
“Fifty-one five-star reviews on Yelp! alone,” he beamed. “We’re delivering way 
more value than the client expects, and we’re able to do that thanks to 
technology, but specifically thanks to Lexicata.” 
 
Here’s an example of one of Eric’s glowing reviews from a satisfied client: 
 



[Eric] was incredibly professional, knowledgeable, and 
prepared me for the different stages of our case, all while 
being empathetic to what I had suffered. He never over 
promised and kept me aware of any potential outcomes. 
- Kiran, Client in Oakland, CA 
 
These incredible results have allowed Tenant Law Group to expand over the 
past year.  Since January 2018, the firm has added two new full-time 
attorneys, a client relations manager, a legal assistant, a part-time paralegal, 
and a part-time new client intake coordinator.  And they’re looking to hire 
even more staff soon. 
 
Cesar Gomez, Tenant Law Group’s client relations manager, had nothing but 
praise about his daily interactions with Lexicata. “The scheduling integration, 
client tagging, billing and servicing agreements, forms, and documents have 
all been key to allowing us to grow,” he noted. 
 
For Eric now, it’s all about iterating and refining his process. He joked “even 
my legal services agreement has evolved so much! It looks sharper, and so 
much more professional than before.”  
 

 
The Lexicata Reports dashboard allows you to see top lead sources or matter types instantly 
 
 



Why Does Tenant Law Group Recommend Lexicata? 
 
“First impressions matter. Lexicata provides a law firm  — regardless of size — 
with the tools to give clients attention and information at scale. I don’t know 
any other legal software that remotely comes close to delivering personalized 
service while also reducing the massive amount of admin time that comes 
with onboarding a new client. There’s nothing else out there like it.” 
 
- Eric Toscano, CEO & Managing Attorney, Tenant Law Group, PC 


